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Introduction

• These slides are intended to provide a high 

level introduction to the OWI 535 Robot 

adapted for Picaxe control.

• Each slide is further developed in the low level • Each slide is further developed in the low level 

architectural document and the 

implementation guide.
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Computer with Pseudo CNC controller software

The computer is used to create/edit and 

communicate the Gcode commands to 

the serial communication bus.  The 

Picaxes receive the commands and 

respond accordingly.  The 

communication protocol ensures all 

Picaxes have completed the current

command before sending the next set 

of commands to the Picaxes. 

1. Gcode editor is simply a text editor for 

1 .Gcode Text Editor 

Gcodes

2. AWK Post 

Processor
creation of the Gcode command file

2. The Post Processor converts the Gcode 

command file into an optimised set of 

commands to be processed by the 

Picaxes, this is written in the interpreted 

language AWK. The Post Processor 

guide contains details on methods and 

protocol translation.

3. The communication is handled by a Perl 

application. This application 

synchronises the serial transmission 

protocol, handles Gcode repeat codes 

and handles errors

Processor

3. Perl 

Communication 

Processor

Serial Out to 

PIC comms

bus

Optimised 

Picaxe 

Command File
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Picaxe Interlock and 74165

The Picaxe Interlock (PI) is 14m based (can be 

replaced  by any M2 product) which handles 

the communications protocol with the 

computer.  

1. The PI essentially waits for a eXecute

command from the PC and then inspects the 

status of the 74165 to ensure all Picaxe Axis 

Controller (PAC) have completed the current 

command, when the PAC status matches the 

PI eXecute status value the PI issues a serial 

Picaxe Axis Controller

74165

Picaxe Interlock

PIC comms

bus

The 74LS175 is a parallel to serial IC.  The PC instruction to the PC (via the PIC comms bus) 

to release the next command 

2. The PI handles Gcode time dwells 

(programmed pauses)

3. The PI handles Gcode modal stop instruction 

(programmed stops)

4. User interaction required to response to the 

‘wait for eXecute’ and the modal stops 

commands is via the Select button on the 

Robot Manual Contoller

5. The PI can be reset via a specific post 

processor command, this reset can also be 

activated by a PAC

The 74LS175 is a parallel to serial IC.  The PC 

will issue an eXecute command, when 

required.  As PAC is uniquely identified 

the status of each Picaxe Axis Controller 

can be examined via the 74LS165

For details of the eXecute command, see the 

Post Processor guide
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Picaxe Manual Controller

The Picaxe Manual Controller, is 18M2 based, is converted to a 

digital  device with two additional buttons to provide 

input devices for user control of the robot.  The Picaxe 

Manual Controller (PMC) has four functions

1. Manual movement of the Robot axis. This is achieved by 

issuing serial commands, via the PIC comms bus, to a 

Picaxe Axis Controller (PAC).  The PMC uses ADC to 

monitor the state of the movement switches

PIC comms

bus Picaxe Manual Controller

2. Robot LED on/off.  This is also achieved by issuing serial commands.  The serial commands are 

the same commands issued from the post processor.the same commands issued from the post processor.

3. Emergency stop button (Right button – colour RED). This button initially removes motor 

power from the L293D motor ICs .  If this Emergency stop button is held for 2 seconds or 

greater the power is removed from all the PACs.  Any depression of this button also issues a 

set of serial commands to the PIC comms bus.

4. Modal button (Left button – colour BLACK ). This button has four functions

1. Restore the motor power after the Emergency stop button has been depressed for < 2 seconds

2. Restore the power to the Pixaces after the Emergency stop button has been held down for >2 

seconds

3. Provide user interaction during modal program stops (M01, M02 etc.)

4. Provide user interaction to send an axis to the Home axis position.  This is achieved during manual 

movement of the robot by depressing the Modal button and selecting an Axis on the manual 

controller. The PAC will then  move the robot to the Home position.
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Picaxe Axis Controller

Picaxe Axis Controller

The Picaxe Axis Controller (PAC), is 18M2 based ,  provides 

the interaction  between the robot positional 

sensors, the PIC comms bus and the 74165 

therefore the PACs use multiple methods to ensure 

the safe movement of the robot.

The PACs only respond to serial commands, for details of 

the serial commands see the Post Processor Guide.

PACS capabilities are

1. Move an axis a specific rotational distance using an slotted opto-device mounted in each 

robot gearbox at a rate of travel via the L293D motor device.

2. Move an axis to a specific home location using IR emitter/detector module, aslo2. Move an axis to a specific home location using IR emitter/detector module, aslo

mounted in the gearbox  This movement can be optimized from within the post 

processor to provide greater positional accuracy.

3. Manage configurable aspects of the PAC via serial commands such as, feeds/rate of 

travel, home location optimization, stall condition values and PWM override etc.

4. Detect stall conditions in the axis motor using ADC.

5. Manage the interlock of an axis by providing a status to the 74165. This is key to safe 

operation of the solution.

6. Manage the PAC identity via the status of three input ports.

7. Respond  to serial diagnostic requests.

PACS are also interchangeable and use EEPROM for retention of key axis data (which is 

received via from the post processor)
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